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Develop a winning mindset: Expand your circle of 
influence 

Why use this tool? This tool helps you to expand your circle of influence. When people focus their energy and resources on the things 
they can influence, for example their relationships with colleagues, they expand their knowledge and awareness, and so their circle of 
influence increases.  

However, when people focus on the things they cannot control, like the share price or the response of a person at work, they have less 
time and energy to spend on things that can have the greatest impact. Over time, this can erode your sense of control over the choices 
you have available. Consequently their circle of influence becomes smaller. 

Step 1: Write down all the things that you are concerned about, 
or are causing stress and anxiety, relating to one area of your life.  

For example, achieving a goal, planning a project or your level of 
productivity when working from home.  

Don’t worry about placing them in each circle just yet. 

Step 2: Reflect back at your list. Move all the issues you have 
control over into the Circle of Control.  

Step 3: Write the issues that you know you can influence in the 
Circle of Influence.  

Don’t limit yourself to the areas you are in charge of. Consider 
areas in which you have even the smallest amount of influence. 
Start with your network of relationships. 

Step 4: Place the remaining items in the Circle of Accept as they are 
‘not in your influence’. Are there any items here that can be moved 
into your Circle of Influence? 

Influence 

Accept  

Control  

The things we are concerned about 
but have no control of influence over.   

All the things we have direct 
influence over.   

All the things we have direct and full 
control of.  

(Adapted from The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People,  
Covey, 1989)



Control  

Influence 

Accept 

Weather 

Politics 

The economy 

Travel disruption  

Other people’s mistakes  

Natural disasters  

The news 

War & crime  

What other’s say  

My actions & words  

My mood & feelings  

My habits & choices 

What I read & learn  

What I buy  

What I read & watch  

Where I work & live  

My thoughts  

My attitudes  

Proactive people focus their efforts in the Circle of Influence. They work on the things they can do something about. 
Before you start to create a plan of action, consider the following questions:  

• Where do you tend to spend more time? In the Circle of Accept or Control/Influence? 
• What value would a more proactive mindset bring to you? 
• What strategies can you develop to keep a positive and proactive mindset? 
• How can you enhance trust and the quality of your interactions to expand your Circle of Influence? 
• What strengths can you leverage to overcome this issue?  

Gain ownership of action 



Accept  
(out of your control) What you can control and influence Actions you can take 

Gain ownership of action 

Step 5: Look at the issues in the accept circle.  

The aim is for these to have no power over you. Easier 
said than done! Can you acknowledge them and accept 
that these are our of your control?

Step 6: List the items you have control over and the ability 
to influence.  

For each item, write one or more action that will impact 
the issue and describe what success would look like.  


